Motor imagery (MI) allows one to mentally represent an action without necessarily performing it. Importantly, however, MI is profoundly influenced by the ability to actually execute actions, as demonstrated by the impairment of this ability as a consequence of lesions in motor cortices, limb amputations, movement limiting chronic pain, and spinal cord injury. Understanding MI and its deficits in patients with motor limitations is fundamentally important as development of some brain-computer interfaces and daily life strategies for coping with motor disorders are based on this ability. We explored MI in a large sample of patients with spinal cord injury (SCI) using a comprehensive battery of questionnaires to assess the ability to imagine actions from a first-person or a thirdperson perspective and also imagine the proprioceptive components of actions. Moreover, we correlated MI skills with personality measures and clinical variables such as the level and completeness of the lesion and the presence of chronic pain. We found that the MI deficits (1) concerned the body parts affected by deafferentation and deefferentation, (2) were present in first-but not in third-person perspectives, and (3) were more altered in the presence of chronic pain. MI is thus closely related to bodily perceptions and representations. Every attempt to devise tools and trainings aimed at improving autonomy needs to consider the cognitive changes due to the body-brain disconnection.
Motor imagery (MI) allows one to mentally represent an action without necessarily performing it. Importantly, however, MI is profoundly influenced by the ability to actually execute actions, as demonstrated by the impairment of this ability as a consequence of lesions in motor cortices, limb amputations, movement limiting chronic pain, and spinal cord injury. Understanding MI and its deficits in patients with motor limitations is fundamentally important as development of some brain-computer interfaces and daily life strategies for coping with motor disorders are based on this ability. We explored MI in a large sample of patients with spinal cord injury (SCI) using a comprehensive battery of questionnaires to assess the ability to imagine actions from a first-person or a thirdperson perspective and also imagine the proprioceptive components of actions. Moreover, we correlated MI skills with personality measures and clinical variables such as the level and completeness of the lesion and the presence of chronic pain. We found that the MI deficits (1) concerned the body parts affected by deafferentation and deefferentation, (2) were present in first-but not in third-person perspectives, and (3) were more altered in the presence of chronic pain. MI is thus closely related to bodily perceptions and representations. Every attempt to devise tools and trainings aimed at improving autonomy needs to consider the cognitive changes due to the body-brain disconnection.
Motor imagery (MI) is defined as the process of internally representing a motor command without an effective overt movement as the outcome (Jackson, Lafleur, Malouin, Richards, & Doyon, 2001 structures largely overlapping with those involved in actually performing the imagined movements, in particular the pre-motor areas, the left intraparietal sulcus, and subcortical structures such as basal ganglia and cerebellum (Bonda, Petrides, Frey, & Evans, 1995; Corradi-Dell'Acqua, Tomasino, & Fink, 2009; Decety, 1996; Gerardin et al., 2000) . As during MI actions are not actually carried out, the motor cortex shows much less activation for imagined compared to real movements (Andersen, Hwang, & Mulliken, 2010) . For these reasons, MI is considered in an intermediate position along the continuum within motor preparation and motor execution (Nikulin, Hohlefeld, Jacobs, & Curio, 2008; Stephan & Frackowiak, 1996; Stephan et al., 1995) . The inherent link between motor imagery and action execution has been confirmed in studies, showing that MI is altered in a number of pathological conditions characterized by an impairment of the ability to actually perform actions such as locked-in syndrome (Conson et al., 2008) , amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (Fiori et al., 2013) , dystonia (Fiorio, Tinazzi, & Aglioti, 2006) , and in chronic pain conditions (Coslett, Medina, Kliot, & Burkey, 2010; Schwoebel, Friedman, Duda, & Coslett, 2001) .
Another clinical condition that could make the execution of some movements extremely difficult or even impossible is spinal cord injury. Sufferers cannot move body parts below the lesion level due to a massive disconnection between the brain and the body. Actual motor deficits in SCI depend on the lesion level, with cervical lesions typically inducing tetraplegia (deficits involving both upper and lower limbs) and dorsolumbar lesions inducing paraplegia (deficits involving only lower limbs).
Thus, SCI constitutes an important model for exploring the relationship between MI and the execution of specific movements. While initial research and recent behavioural results suggest that MI abilities are spared after SCI (Decety & Boisson, 1990; HotzBoendermaker et al., 2008) , neuro-functional anomalies in the dynamics of event-related potentials (Lacourse, Cohen, Lawrence, & Romero, 1999) and altered cortical activation during MI tasks have been found (Alkadhi et al., 2005; Cramer, Orr, Cohen, & Lacourse, 2007; Hotz-Boendermaker et al., 2008) . However, whether SCI people maintain their MI ability over time and they implement new post-lesional cognitive strategies is still unclear (Fiori et al., 2014; Hotz-Boendermaker et al., 2008) . Despite the increasing interest in this topic (Di Rienzo, Collet, Hoyek, & Guillot, 2014) , no systematic studies on the effects of level and completeness of the lesion on different types of MI in SCI have been performed. Moreover, little is known about whether MI defects specifically involve the body parts that cannot be voluntarily moved and how MI deficits in SCI may be influenced by clinical variables such as the interval of time since the lesion, the degree of autonomy, and the presence of pain.
To explore these issues, we used a self-reporting measure of explicit MI (originally introduced by Isaac, Marks, & Russell, 1986) in the revised version of Roberts and colleagues (VMIQ-2, Roberts, Callow, Hardy, Markland, & Bringer, 2008) . The questionnaire consists of three subscales: (1) motor imagery from a first-person perspective (Internal Visual Imagery, IVI), (2) motor imagery from a third-person perspective (External Visual Imagery, EVI), and (3) the somatosensory components of action imagery (Kinaesthetic Imagery, KIN). Each subscale supposedly explores different MI-related cognitive processes that, although interacting a great deal in daily life circumstances, may be selectively altered by the changes in brain and body representations that occur after SCI. In the modified version used in this study, MI is divided into three subscales regarding actions involving different body parts: full body (FB), the upper limbs (UL), or exclusively the head and shoulders (HS). By means of these three subscales, we will investigate the somato-topographic specificity of MI deficits. This is necessary to better understand how the different sensorimotor deficits in tetraplegia and paraplegia may affect MI.
Participants' scores in our version of the VMIQ-2 were correlated with a number of important clinical variables, including the level and completeness of the lesion, the time since lesion, the degree of independence in daily life, and the presence of pain.
Interval of time since lesion may be an important variable in MI, because an older lesion means more consolidated compensative motor strategies and neuroplastic modifications in brain areas. Similarly, we hypothesized that incomplete lesions, in contrast with complete lesions, and better degrees of autonomy may be correlated with greater MI. In fact, regularly use of a body part in everyday activities might be an important factor in terms of maintaining the ability to imagine performing an action with that body part. In addition, personality variables were carefully controlled to exclude any potential effects on subjects' responses.
Methods
Participants Forty-nine subjects suffering from SCI in the chronic phase (>1 year, 24 affected by paraplegia and 25 affected by tetraplegia) and 24 neurologically healthy controls (age, gender, and education matched) agreed to participate in the study. The neurological level of injury (NLI) was measured by means of the American Spinal Injury Association Scale (ASIA, Kirshblum et al., 2011) . Incomplete lesions were estimated by means of the ASIA Impairment Scale (AIS, Ditunno, Young, Donovan, & Creasey, 1994) , according to which the completeness of the lesion is scored along 5 clinical levels, depending on sparing of below lesion-level functions (A: lesion complete; B: spared sensory functions; C and D: increasing spared sensory and motor functions; and E: apparently no motor and sensorial consequences).
AIS scores were similarly distributed in the tetraplegic and paraplegic subsamples (number of patients affected by paraplegia with incomplete lesion, B: 8, C: 1, D: 3; number of patients affected by tetraplegia with incomplete lesion, B: 7, C: 3, D: 3).
The SCIM-3 scale (Spinal Cord Independence Measure III, Invernizzi et al., 2010) was used to quantify the degree of autonomy in daily life activities. Patients with (1) developmental deficits; (2) a history of head injury, vascular brain lesion, or psychiatric disorders, and/or (3) mental deterioration or deficits in general cognitive abilities were not included in the study. Clinical and demographic data are reported in Table 1 .
The study was approved by the local ethics committee (CEP Prot. N. 40378) and was conducted in accordance with the ethical standards of the Declaration of Helsinki (World Medical Association, 2013) .
Materials and procedure
Data regarding the MI abilities of the participants were collected at their homes or in a quiet room at a Department of Rehabilitation in one 60-min session. Other clinical variables and personality traits were assessed with specific scales. The order of the questionnaires was randomized between subjects. Participants responded verbally to the questions and the examiners manually recorded the responses. 
Continued
Explicit motor imagery Unlike that in the original VMIQ-2 version (Isaac et al., 1986) , the items in the revised scale (Roberts et al., 2008) all require participants to imagine themselves (and not other people) while they perform actions (Roberts et al., 2008) . In the scale that we adopted therefore, MI was from both the first-and third-person perspectives. More specifically, the EVI subscale necessitates imagining oneself performing actions from a third-person perspective ('as if you were watching yourself from an external position'). This is a process that has been shown to involve cognitive processes other than those involved in first-person perspective imagery (Ionta, Fourkas, & Aglioti, 2010; Ionta, Fourkas, Fiorio, & Aglioti, 2007; Moro, Pernigo, Zapparoli, Cordioli, & Aglioti, 2011) . For the IVI and KIN subscales, participants were asked to imagine themselves performing actions from a first-person perspective. IVI explores individuals' ability to judge an action while 'looking out through their own eyes', and for the KIN, participants must 'imagine feeling themselves doing the movement'. IVI and KIN have been identified as separate modalities (Fourkas, Ionta, & Aglioti, 2006) , with the latter probably being the most sensitive measure of MI. Thus, to explore the issue of whether MI deficits are associated with action execution deficits and in order to have somatotopographic MI assessments, we made an important change to the VMIQ-2 (see Supplementary Materials) consisting of the addition of questions specifically assessing the imagery of actions performed with upper limbs, lower limbs, or both. More specifically, we asked participants to imagine actions involving (1) movements of the head, mouth, and shoulders or that consisted of maintaining assisted positions (head and shoulder actions -HS, n. 6, all new items) -the SCI patients were able to execute all of these movements; (2) movements of trunk and upper limbs (Upper Limbs actions -UL, n.3, 2 new items) -the execution of these movements was impaired in tetraplegic but not in paraplegic subjects; (3) movements of full body and/or the lower limbs (full-body actions -FB, n. 11, no new items) -the execution of these movements was impaired in all of the SCI subjects.
As in the original version, the vividness of each action image was assessed on a 5-point Likert scale (Table 2, higher value = greater difficulty in MI) and the EVI, IVI, and KIN subscales were used.
As a result of our changes in the scale, it was not possible to compare the SCI scores with the normative data (Roberts et al., 2008) . For this reason, a control group of neurologically healthy subjects was used. Pc = complete paraplegia (AIS = A); Pi = incomplete paraplegia; Tc = complete tetraplegia (AIS = A); Ti = incomplete tetraplegia; AIS = Asia Impairment Scale; NLI = neurological level of injury; G = gender; Ed = education; Hd = handedness (R = right); job = numbers correspond to the job categories of the ISTAT (Italian National Institute of Statistic):1: managers, 2: intellectual and scientific jobs, 3: technical jobs; 4: secretarial jobs, 5: commercial jobs, 6: artisans, specialized workers, and farmers; 7: industrial workers; 8: unskilled jobs; 9: armed forces; R: retired; -= unemployed; Int = interval from lesion in years; D = damage; T = traumatic; p-Sur = post-Surgery; SCIM-3 = spinal cord independence measure, ranging from a minimum of 0 (complete dependence) to a maximum of 100 (complete independence).
Pain
To ascertain the presence of pain, a new scale inspired by the McGill Pain Questionnaire was employed (Melzack, 1987) . To the best of our knowledge, this is the first scale devised to measure neuropathic, neuromuscular, and visceral pain (Supplementary Materials). The validation process is currently underway, but the preliminary results here collected, from both SCI and healthy participants, confirm its high correlation with both the Brief Pain Inventory (BFI, Caraceni et al., 1996) and the Douleur Neuropathique 4 Questions Scale (Bouhassira et al., 2005 ) (Spearman's q = .46 and .74, respectively).
Personality variables
To check the potential effects of variables linked to personality traits, the 10-item version of the Big Five Inventory Scale (BFI 10, Rammstedt & John, 2007) was proposed. In addition, potential influences of a subjective disposition towards episodes of suggestibility or absorption were assessed (Tellegen Absorption Scale -TAS, Tellegen & Atkinson, 1974) . Finally, a measure of an individual disposition to accept changes in body form and surface was recorded by means of the Trinity Assessment of Body Plasticity (BodyTAP, Desmond, Horgan, & MacLachlan, 2001) . As an Italian version of these instruments is not available, a back translation was used.
Data handling and statistical analyses
The VMIQ-2 responses relating to each condition (IVI, EVI, and KIN) and somatotopographic action type (FB, UL, and HS) were summed. Data from our pain subscales (visceral, neuropathic, and neuromuscular pain) were treated as categorical factors indicating the presence or absence of pain. For each interview regarding personality traits, the specific methodology of scoring according to their original version was followed. Mean AE standard deviation for the modified VMIQ-2 scale, divided by group (SCI = spinal cord injury, C = control, P = paraplegic, T = tetraplegic), subscale (IVI = Internal Visual Imagery, EVI = External Visual Imagery, KIN = Kinaesthetic Motor Imagery), and body area (FB = lower limbs and full body, range: 55-11; UL = trunk and upper limbs, range: 30-6; HS = mouth, head and shoulders, range: 15-3).
Higher values mean greater difficulty in MI. The SCI group is further divided into P and T subgroups. The values, which are significantly different from the C group, are shown in bold.
Completeness of lesions was considered a categorical factor (absence/presence), and an integer from 1 to 30 (corresponding to intervals from the C1 to the S5 segments) was calculated for the neurological level of injury (NLI). The time from lesion onset referred to the number of years, which had passed since the injury (range: 1-44).
The analyses were all computed via the R framework for statistical analyses (R Core Team, 2015) . We used the ggplot2 package (Wickham, 2009 ) for graphical representations and the coin package (Hothorn, Hornik, van de Wiel, & Zeileis, 2006) to compute the r effect sizes for the Mann-Whitney and Wilcoxon tests.
Comparisons between the control and SCI groups were carried out for motor imagery, personality traits (Mann-Whitney tests, with the r index as effect size -small: .1 ≤ |r| < .3, medium: .3 ≤ |r| < .5, large: |r| .5), and clinical data (t-test, using the Cohen's d as effect size -small: .2 ≤ d < .5, medium: .5 ≤ d < .8, large: d ≥ .8; and chi-square tests, using odds ratio (OR) as effect size -small: 1.5 ≤ OR < 3.5 or 0.29 < OR ≤ 0.67, medium: OR ≥ 3.5 ≤ OR < 9 or 0.11 < OR ≤ 0.29, large: OR ≥ 9 or OR ≤ 0.11).
To further investigate specific aspects of imagery (EVI, IVI, and KIN) and topography (UL, FB, and HS) within each group, 3 Friedman ANOVAs on MI questionnaire scores (Bonferroni corrected) were used for each group. Where necessary, post-hoc testing was carried out by means of Wilcoxon tests (Bonferroni corrected).
Moreover, the presence of any correlative link between motor imagery and clinical SCIrelated variables, pain, and personality traits was verified by means of ANCOVA tests executed on the scores of the VMIQ-2 subscales (IVI, EVI, and KIN) for each action category (FB, HS, and UL). For main and interaction effects, the g 2 was used as effect size (small: .13 > g 2 ≥ .02, medium: .26 > g 2 ≥ .13, large: g 2 ≥ .26; Miles & Shevlin, 2001 ). Post-hoc analyses were computed by means of t-tests or additional regression analyses (Bonferroni corrected).
However, to avoid confounding effects due to small groups, results involving subgroups <15 participants were discarded.
Results
The comparison between healthy control (C) and SCI groups The two groups did not differ in age (C: 40.9 AE 14.7; SCI: 43.04 AE 12.5; t (70) = .647, p = .52, d = .16), education (W = 471.5, p = .236, r = .14), and gender (v 2 (1) = 2.84, p = .09, OR = .31).
Vividness of motor imagery MI of FB action, as assessed by the VMIQ-2, was worse in SCI than in C in the two-firstperson perception subscales: IVI-FB (W = 798.5, p = .0039, r = .34) and KIN-FB (W = 833, p = .001, r = .39). By dividing the SCI group into patients with paraplegia (n = 24) and patients with tetraplegia (n = 25), we found that the latter but not the former group significantly differed from the controls (IVI-FB: W = 121.5, p = .0016, Bonferroni corrected, r = À.50; KIN-FB: W = 123.5, p = .0018, Bonferroni corrected, r = À.50) (see Figure 1) .
In contrast, in the EVI-FB subscale the difference between SCI and C was not significant (W = 700.5, p = .0928, r = .20) (see Figure 1) .
The two groups showed similar scores in the upper body-and head/shoulder-related questions. Mean and SD in the VMIQ-2 scores are reported in Table 2 . Differences in imagining movements of different body parts. The scores related to the three body part-related questions in the modified VMIQ-2 have different ranges (FB: from 55 to 11; UL: from 30 to 6; HS: from 15 to 3). Therefore, to allow comparisons between body parts, these scores were scaled from 0 to 1 (see equation below).
The control group scores did not differ for body part (all ps > .11), confirming that the three body part questions are of equal difficulty.
First-person subscale -IVI subscale: In the IVI subscale, paraplegics showed differences between FB (.26 AE .32), UL (.08 AE .14) and HS (.05 AE .09) (Friedman v 2 (2) = 11.18, p = .011, Bonferroni corrected). Post-hoc tests indicate that the difference is significant between IVI-FB and IVI-HS (U = 2, p = .01 Bonferroni corrected, r = À.57).
There was also a difference for tetraplegics due to action topography (Friedman v 2 (2) = 24.33, p < .001, Bonferroni corrected). Nevertheless, post-hoc tests show that tetraplegic patients had more difficulties imagining full-body motor actions from their internal visual perspective (IVI-FB:.41 AE 31) with respect to both IVI-UL (.18 AE .21, U = 8, p = .001, Bonferroni corrected, r = À.77) and IVI-HS (.10 AE .20, U = 205, p = .0178, Bonferroni corrected, r = À.77).
Third-person subscale -EVI subscale: In the EVI subscale, the scores for the three types of action were significantly different in both paraplegics (Friedman v 2 (2) = 11.15, p = .012, Bonferroni corrected) and tetraplegics (Friedman v 2 (2) = 22.44, p < .001, Bonferroni corrected). Again, through post-hoc tests we observe that for patients with paraplegia, EVI-FB actions (.21 AE .26) were more difficult to imagine than HS ones (.05 AE .09) (U = 9, p = .037, Bonferroni corrected, r = À.48). For tetraplegics, the FB (.26 AE .37) actions were harder than both EVI-UL (.11 AE .16, U = 176, p = .011, r = À.50) and EVI-HS (.09 AE .13, U = 14, p = .006, r = À.57).
First-person kinaesthetic subscale -KIN subscale: Finally, in the KIN subscale the results indicate the same trend. There were differences in the patients with paraplegia scores depending on the bodily area (Friedman v 2 (2) = 15.08, p = .0002 Bonferroni corrected). In particular, post-hoc tests show that FB scores (.27 AE .29) were worse than UL scores (.05 AE .11, U = 156, p = .02 Bonferroni corrected, r = À.76). For tetraplegics, KIN scores differed (Friedman v 2 (2) = 26.05, p < .001 Bonferroni corrected) and the KIN-FB scores (.42 AE .33) were worse than KIN-UL (.18 AE .25, U = 208, p = .012, r = À.58) and KIN-HS scores (.08 AE .18, U = 7, p = .001, r = À.80) (Figure 2 ).
Personality traits
The scores of the SCI and C groups did not differ in either the Tellegen Absorption Scale (Tellegen & Atkinson, 1974) (Rammstedt & John, 2007) , only the Extraversion subscale showed a difference between the groups, with SCI showing greater extroversion than controls (W = 779.5, p < .01, r = .31, SCI group = 7.49 AE 1.76; control group = 6.13 AE 1.98). By further dividing the SCI group into Tetraplegia (T: 7.72 AE 1.88) and Paraplegia (P: 7.25 AE 1.62), only the T group showed to be more extrovert than the C (W = 163.5, p = .029, Bonferroni corrected, r = À.38) by means of post-hoc tests. Moreover, in the control group nobody reported visceral pain, while 10 participants in the SCI group reported this type of pain (C = 0%, SCI = 20%, v 2 (1) = 3.88, p < .05). There was no statistically significant difference between the tetraplegic and paraplegic subgroups for the frequency of visceral pain (16% vs. 25%).
By comparing the pain sensations within the SCI group, we found a difference of frequency among neuropathic, visceral, and musculoskeletal pain (v 2 (2) = 13.897, p < .001, OR = 2.69). Post-hoc tests show that the difference between visceral and neuropathic pain is significant (20% vs. 57%, v 
Effects of clinical variables
Full-body motor imagery A significant effect of the NLI was found in the IVI-FB subscale, F (1, 26) = 6.67, p = .037, g 2 = .16, indicating that lesions at higher levels were associated with worse performance (Figure 3) .
The interaction between musculoskeletal pain and the interval from the lesion onset was significant in EVI-FB, F (1, 26) = 4.91, p = .036, g 2 = .16 and in KIN-FB, F (1, 26) = 6.411, p = .018, g 2 = .20. By separately analysing EVI-FB data from participants with (n = 20) and without (n = 29) musculoskeletal pain, linear models did not reach statistical significance (ps ≥ .15) and effect sizes were small (.02 ≤ g 2 ≤ .10). Nevertheless, as shown in Figure 4 , the EVI-FB imagery was more difficult with longer time since injury for the patients with muscular pain, while for the patients without muscular pain it showed to be easier with longer time since injury.
Musculoskeletal pain was correlated with a decline in KIN-FB imagery over time, F (1, 18) = 14.971, p = .001, g 2 = .45 ( Figure 5 ).
Head and shoulder motor imagery
The lesion completeness only significantly impacted the scores relating to HS actions (IVI-HS: F (1, 26) = 7.343, p = .012, g 2 = .22; EVI-HS:F (1, 26) = 6.365, p = .018, g 2 = .20; KIN-HS: F (1, 26) = 6.778, p = .015, g 2 = .21). In all these cases, patients with complete lesions (n = 24) had less vivid imagery (IVI-HS: 9.38 AE 4.86; EVI-HS: 9.83 AE 5.94; KIN-HS: 9.25 AE 4.77) than those with incomplete lesions (n = 25) (IVI-HS: 6.30 AE 0.74; EVI-HS: 6.44 AE 1.16; KIN-HS: 6.28 AE .74).
Statistical analyses on IVI, EVI, and KIN subscales are summarized in Table 3 . Finally, in all cases, clinical aspects did not influence UL scores. No statistically significant correlation between SCIM-III or Extraversion subscale and the motor imagery subscales was found (all ps > .12, Spearman's correlations Bonferroni corrected).
Discussion
In this study, the presence of MI deficits after SCI was investigated with a particular focus on the potential effects of the subjects' clinical variables and personality traits. The main result shows a somato-topographic distribution of MI deficits that specifically involves full-body actions (that are impossible to perform) but spares the actions relating to upper body parts. Lesion level and completeness, time interval from lesion onset, and pain do influence MI. In contrast, no effects due to autonomy in daily life activities and personality traits were found.
Topographic deficits of MI in SCI
Previous evidence concerning MI after SCI has indicated a dichotomy between behavioural results and neuro-functional data. In fact, behavioural experiments failed to find any connections between motor deficits and MI (Hotz-Boendermaker et al., 2008) , hinting at the possible absence of links between alterations in efferent and afferent information and MI (Hotz-Boendermaker et al., 2008) . However, this result contrasts with neuro-functional data, indicating that MI in SCI still engages the central movement networks. In fact, when asked to imagine moving their paralysed feet, paraplegic patients strongly activate brain areas corresponding to both the action execution and action imagery network in healthy subjects (Alkadhi et al., 2005) . This seeming discrepancy may be explained by hypothesizing that people after SCI (Fiori et al., 2014) use non-standard MI strategies, possibly recruiting additional memory and attention systems. We found some evidence of this when we analysed the interviews we carried out, as some patients reported, for example, 'Yes, I remember this very well', 'I can see when I did this action', or 'Sometimes, I try to recall how I ran'. The increased activation found in SCI subjects during MI tasks in prefrontal and parietal areas and the additional recruitment of thalamus, putamen/pallidum, and cerebellum (Alkadhi et al., 2005; Hotz-Boendermaker et al., 2008) which are all involved in motor learning and memory also support this hypothesis. Our data also indicate that, when asked about their subjective, aware experience of MI, SCI subjects show a reduction in MI with respect to healthy controls in terms of score at the MI questionnaire. Crucially, however, the difference between SCI subjects and controls does not appear in the third-person perspective condition, but exists exclusively in the first-person perspective condition. This confirms that poor performance does not reflect a generic reduction in mental imagery, but rather a possible SCI disorder affecting body and actions imagery. Moreover, the differences in MI relating to different body parts indicate that both paraplegic and tetraplegic participants performed worse for actions involving the full-body imagery as compared to upper body parts imagery, with a significant effect of the level of lesion, in particular for IVI. Thus, MI disorders in SCI seem to be topographically consistent with the localization of sensorimotor deficits. This novel result indicates that deafferentation and deefferentation play a specific role in MI and supports the notion of an inherent link between action imagination and action execution. Interestingly, the possibility that plastic rearrangements of body representations may follow topographic rules has also been suggested in studies describing how synchronous tactile stimulation of the face and fake hand induces the rubber hand illusion in SCI (Scandola et al., 2014; Tidoni, Grisoni, Liuzza, & Aglioti, 2014) , a result that is compatible with the fact that face and the hand are mapped contiguously in the somatosensory and motor cortices. The finding that paraplegic people exhibit deficits in the visual discrimination of static and dynamic lower limbs is also in accordance with the hypothesis that topographic remapping may occur across sensory modalities and body parts (Pernigo et al., 2012) . Significantly, the lower limb deficit involved both body form and action hinting at a pervasive influence of ongoing body signals on the brain network dedicated to visual body processing (Pernigo et al., 2012) . Similarly, impairments in locomotion have been found to affect the capacity to visually perceive point-light displays of human locomotion (Arrighi, Cartocci, & Burr, 2011) . Finally, topographic effects were found in a task involving perceptual judgments. In this task, SCI participants observed a series of videos with movement of hands. After the vision, participants had to report via keyboard the shortest time in which they and a young adult could accurately perform these movements. The SCI responses were consistent with their actual performance, with worse judgments in participants with cervical lesions as compared to those with below cervical SCI (Manson et al., 2014) . To sum up, convergent evidence indicates that the brain networks involved in bodyrelated perception and higher-order cognitive processing of body-related information, such as action recognition, peripersonal space perception (Canzoneri, Marzolla, Amoresano, Verni, & Serino, 2013; Serino, Bassolino, Farn e, & L adavas, 2007) , and motor imagery depend on a continuous, bidirectional flow of information between the brain and the body, and in particular on the integration of motor commands and somatosensory feedback.
Influence of clinical variables on MI deficits in SCI Although in self-reported interviews the variability resulting from personality traits and mood might be important, we can exclude these factors in terms of any influence they may have on our main results. In particular, we did not find any SCI versus control differences for suggestibility and absorption (Tellegen Scale) or for the individual disposition to accept changes in one's own body form and surface (BodyTAP). In addition, there were no correlations between the scores in these scales and MI performance.
As for the lesion level, we found that the higher the lesion, the worse the MI performance (particularly the IVI subscale). This result confirms the role of deafferentation and deefferentation in MI.
In addition, the completeness of the lesion influences MI of actions involving the head and shoulders in all three subscales (i.e., patients with complete lesions perform worse than those with incomplete lesions), while no difference was found for FB and UL actions. The significance of this distinction between complete and incomplete lesions is difficult to assess due to the great variety of clinical characteristics especially in incomplete lesions: residual functions below the lesion may range from only sensory input to some motor output. However, the AIS scores (Ditunno et al., 1994) in our participants affected by incomplete tetraplegia and incomplete paraplegia were similar. We therefore consider the two groups comparable.
The effect of the completeness of the lesion on the MI-HS scores is evident particularly in patients with tetraplegia, where complete lesions are associated with worse MI and in fact tetraplegics affected by complete lesion may be the only ones who are unable to move their head and shoulders. In contrast, patients with incomplete lesions become particularly expert at performing daily life activities using the residual activity of muscles innervated by the spinal accessory nerve (XI cranial nerve), the plexus cervicalis (C1-C4), and the plexus brachialis (C4-C8). Residual potential movements are 'hyperused' in these people, a condition that may in some way explain why people with incomplete damage are better at MI than those with complete lesions.
Opposite to our predictions, we did not find any effects of the degree of autonomy in daily life activities to MI performance. We hypothesized that regularly using a body part in everyday activities would be an important factor in terms of maintaining the ability to imagine performing an action with the body part. In contrast, our results suggest that the preservation of afferent/efferent connections between the body parts and the brain is enough to maintain the mental imagery of motor actions.
In fact, in this case, no differences between afferented and deafferented body parts were present.
Another interesting result concerns the effects of pain on MI. As a whole, the frequency of neuropathic pain in our sample is higher than that reported in previous studies (57.14% vs. 40%, Siddall, McClelland, Rutkowski, & Cousins, 2003) . In addition, the subjects with paraplegia complained more about pain than the participants with tetraplegia. We found visceral pain (20%) to be less frequent than neuropathic pain, without any differences linked to the lesion level. Finally, SCI subjects did not complain about musculoskeletal pain any more frequently than the controls.
Patients with chronic lesions and pain tend to report in our interview less MI (in particular KIN), while no influence of pain is observable in patients without chronic pain. Similarly, in EVI-MI a general detrimental effect of pain over time was recorded, although this trend is not as accentuated as the decline in KIN-MI. In addition, there is an opposite pattern in patients without chronic pain in EVI-MI. This might suggest that, while in the presence of pain MI decreases over time, and in the absence of pain, people change their MI strategies moving from the first-person towards a third-person perspective.
A reciprocal influence between MI and pain has already been demonstrated (although with different trajectories) in motor imagery tasks based on brain-computer interface (Vuckovic et al., 2015) . Paraplegic patients with central neuropathic pain achieved higher accuracy and had stronger event-related desynchronization than subjects with no pain during a MI task related to hand and feet movements, although there were no statistical differences between body parts (Vuckovic et al., 2015) . Unfortunately, in this study the MI perspective was not controlled and we cannot rule out that some compensatory strategies were used. In contrast with this apparent improvement, it has been shown that MI can exacerbate pain and induce dysesthesia in patients without pain sensations (Bowering et al., 2013; Gustin et al., 2008) . Neuropathic pain is associated with electrophysiological changes (Boord et al., 2008; Jensen et al., 2013) and processes of cortical and subcortical reorganization. This involves the primary somatosensory cortex (Henderson, Gustin, Macey, Wrigley, & Siddall, 2011; Wrigley et al., 2009) , as well as the orbitofrontal, dorsolateral prefrontal, and parietal cortices, the nucleus accumbens (Gustin, Wrigley, Siddall, & Henderson, 2010) , and the thalamus (Gustin et al., 2010) .
The widespread nature of these plastic changes may thus explain the contradictory results concerning the effects of pain on MI and at the same time the use of cognitive strategies in order to execute behavioural tasks. Our results indicate that a general reduction in MI is related to pain, while in the absence of pain people spontaneously reduce internal, first-person MI strategies and enhance external, third-person perspective strategies. In order to deal with the maladaptive effects of SCI symptoms, people spontaneously move towards new strategies in order to execute MI tasks, which are differently influenced by some clinical variables (Fiori et al., 2014; Hotz-Boendermaker et al., 2008) .
Limitations of the current study Some possible limitations of this study deserve discussion. For qualitative studies based on questionnaires in healthy subjects, 49 participants may be a relatively small sample. However, SCI is a relatively small patient population and their recruitment is very difficult. In addition, our participants were selected to give homogeneous subsamples (12 with incomplete paraplegia, 12 with complete paraplegia, 12 with complete tetraplegia, and 13 with incomplete tetraplegia). Representativeness of the sample should be strengthened by these selection criteria.
Another limitation is the use of a new, not yet validated, scale to measure pain. This choice was due to the necessity to have an instrument able to assess the three kinds of pain (neuropathic, visceral, and musculoskeletal) .
Conclusions
Our clinical investigation shows that MI in SCI is a very complex function possibly underpinned by multiple cognitive systems and influenced by several clinical variables. We observed that MI in IVI and KIN perspectives might be influenced by the subject's actual body motor control abilities, which is somato-topically organized. As IVI and KIN indices are embodied forms of MI (Lorey et al., 2009) , we suggest that our results indicate specific, topographic changes incorporeal awareness in SCI patients (Lenggenhager, Pazzaglia, Scivoletto, Molinari, & Aglioti, 2012; Scandola et al., 2014; Tidoni et al., 2014) . This is supported by results regarding the effects of pain, also involving corporeal awareness (Schwoebel et al., 2001) . All the changes in SCI patients' motor imagery and body perception probably reflect the complex processes of neural cortical and subcortical reorganization following deafferentation and deefferentation (Henderson et al., 2011) . Nevertheless, the analysis of these processes needs further investigation with neurophysiological and neuroimaging techniques. Understanding how the body can modify the brain may provide useful information for the design of personalized devices to assist SCI patients. In addition, a better comprehension of how motor imagery links to actual movements of specific body segments may help to improve the BCI tools devices operated through mental imagery and thus device specific programmes of rehabilitation based on the control of artificial physical agents.
